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July 25, 2005

Scott C. Flanders, Director
Environmental and Performance Assessment Directorate
Division of Waste Management and Environmental Protection
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguard's
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission'
Washington, DC, 20555-0001 -. :--._

Re: Request for information regarding Cultural Resources in the vicinity of the proposed
Humboldt Bay Independent S'e'nt Fuel Storage installation

He'ba'lo (Greetings) Mr. Flanders:

Hi.i (tank you) for sending the above referenced project to the Wiyot Tribe for reviewAfe

reading your letter and researching our records the Wiyot Tribe has the following comments:

.- - ,--

1. Tih~6lettie'r a'nd in'ifoimatiori attached to it were not very descriptive about the
project tha-t th-e Pa'cific Ga's hanElecticic~ompany'(PG&E) is proposing.
Therefore, we are'requesti ng more information about the Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSID on the proposed project site. This information -should
include a'detailed description'of the project such as: the facilities to be built, the
depth of any foundations/footings and trenches for'utilities 'or pipelines, the height
of the facilities to' be built and/or description of their'footpfint, 'and the safeguards
that will be'us'ed to protect the surrounding environment and neighbors of the
facility.;

~2. W.~oul~ikeacopyjf aJSGS7.5 Quad jnapwvith the location fthe project,~
its bounidaries,- and' the`areafor poteintiafiffici markedfcle'Arly>.

I . .1 .

I 3. Wigi (Humboldt Bay), in. its entirety, has very strong cultural and historical
significance to the Wiyot Tribe and its people. Any impact to the sensitive
ecosystem of Wig'i could cause adverse Affects for the subsistence', ceremonial,
and cultural uses by the Wivot Deot~le. Arronriate mtgto hudb
discussed with the Tribe in 'order to protect the integrity of Wigi focurn ad

- - 1~ture generations. -

4., We recommend that a Culua an itrclSre edne for this project
before any construction activities' begin'. -.*Pie ase note Mhat this inicludes anhy'

- boring or trench excavation tests.
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5. Any excavation of dirt, including boring or trench excavations, should be
overseen by a cultural monitor. This applies to the installation of foundations,
driven piles, drainage and flood protection measures, the installation of the storm
water treatment units, grading, trenching for foundations and utilities, as well as
the construction of the building. Basically, if dirt will be moved/removed, a
cultural monitor needs to be at the project site watching the activity. The use of
cultural monitors will ensure that the location of valuable cultural resources will
be protected if found.

6. We recommend the use of a local Cultural Resources Management Consultant.
Working with local Consultants will help to ensure that a complete and accurate
Cultural and Historical Survey is done for this project.

7. . We recommend that a Pre-Excavation Agreement be authored and signed by
PG&E and the Wiyot Tribe in order to protect and appropriately treat any
inadvertent discoveries of cultural resources during the implementation of the
project.

If you should have any questions or concerns regarding my comments, please feel free to conta'ct
me at (707) 733-5055 or via e-mail at cultural)wi~viot.us.

H6 for your time and attention to our comments. We look forward to hearing from you soon.

taw6ks,

Marnie Atkins
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer/Cultural Director


